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QUESTION 1

A technician is asked to resize a partition on the internal storage drive of a computer running macOS. Which of the
followings tools should the technician use to accomplish this task? 

A. Consoltf 

B. Disk Utility 

C. Time Machine 

D. FileVault 

Correct Answer: B 

The technician should use Disk Utility to resize a partition on the internal storage drive of a computer running macOS.
Disk Utility is a built-in utility that allows users to manage disks, partitions, and volumes on a Mac. It can be used to
resize, create, and delete partitions, as well as to format disks and volumes. 

 

QUESTION 2

Once weekly a user needs Linux to run a specific open-source application that is not available for the currently installed
Windows platform. The user has limited bandwidth throughout the day. Which of the following solutions would be the
MOST efficient, allowing for parallel execution of the Linux application and Windows applications? 

A. Install and run Linux and the required application in a PaaS cloud environment 

B. Install and run Linux and the required application as a virtual machine installed under the Windows OS 

C. Use a swappable drive bay for the boot drive and install each OS with applications on its own drive Swap the drives
as needed 

D. Set up a dual boot system by selecting the option to install Linux alongside Windows 

Correct Answer: B 

The user should install and run Linux and the required application as a virtual machine installed under the Windows OS.
This solution would allow for parallel execution of the Linux application and Windows applications2. The MOST efficient
solution that allows for parallel execution of the Linux application and Windows applications is to install and run Linux
and the required application as a virtual machine installed under the Windows OS. This is because it allows you to run
both Linux and Windows together without the need to keep the Linux portion confined to a VM window 3. 

 

QUESTION 3

A technician discovers user input has been captured by a malicious actor. Which of the following malware types is
MOST likely being used? 

A. Cryptominers 

B. Rootkit 
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C. Spear phishing 

D. Keylogger 

Correct Answer: D 

A keylogger is a type of malware that captures user input, such as keystrokes, mouse clicks, and clipboard data, and
sends it to a malicious actor. Keyloggers can be used to steal passwords, credit card numbers, personal information,
and other sensitive data. 

 

QUESTION 4

A server is configured to boot with a "mirrored" RAID configuration. Which of the following BEST describes this
configuration? 

A. RAID 0 

B. RAID 1 

C. RAID 3 

D. RAID 5 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A technician is troubleshooting an issue involving programs on a Windows 10 machine that are loading on startup but
causing excessive boot times. Which of the following should the technician do to selectively prevent programs from
loading? 

A. Right-click the Windows button, then select Run entering shell startup and clicking OK, and then move items one by
one to the Recycle Bin 

B. Remark out entries listed HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE>SOFTWARE>Microsoft>Windows>CurrentVersion>Run 

C. Manually disable all startup tasks currently listed as enabled and reboot checking for issue resolution at startup 

D. Open the Startup tab and methodically disable items currently listed as enabled and reboot, checking for issue
resolution at each startup. 

Correct Answer: D 

This is the most effective way to selectively prevent programs from loading on a Windows 10 machine. The Startup tab
can be accessed by opening Task Manager and then selecting the Startup tab. From there, the technician can
methodically disable items that are currently listed as enabled, reboot the machine, and check for issue resolution at
each startup. If the issue persists, the technician can then move on to disabling the next item on the list. 
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